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First issue of GB postcards 1 October 1870 in two sizes

Subsequently added size 4¾" × 2⅞"Originally planned size 4¾" × 3⅜"

Smaller size became standard postcard size 
(larger size discontinued after first printing)



Small format PO cards were available in uncut sheets of 42

• Easier for customers to 
print what they needed 
on the reverse

• Option widely used by 
businesses and others 
for advertising etc

• Not however popular 
with stationery trade!

Digital reconstruction of a sheet of cards



Committee of Wholesale and Retail 
Stationers Memorial to PMG, 1871 

Main complaints

• PO selling any postal stationery was unfair 
competition with stationery trade

• Postcards “infinitely worse” as the card itself 
was “given away” (i.e. sold at face value)

Proposed remedies

• PO should cease selling all postal stationery

• Failing that, at least ask more than cost price

• ½d STO dies should be made available for 
stamping private postcards

Wyman & Sons, Law & General Stationer, Holborn (1875) 
The last two points were agreed on 



Proof on thick paper in issued colour of pink
(purpose unclear, may be working-up strike)

½d embossed die for STO work

• Smaller size (c.f. contemporary ½d adhesive stamps)

• Colour trials submitted to PO 27 February 1872, 
pink chosen

• Purple of letterpress PO cards “very expensive” and 
“not found to work well in the embossing machines”

• But embossed die could only stamp single cards …

So why not use letterpress?

• STO work was handled in Somerset House by the 
Stamp Office …

• … which then had limited letterpress capability …

• … so embossing unfortunately only viable option



Stamping to order for cards was 
introduced 17 June 1872 …

… to an underwhelming response

Report of the Postmaster General for the year 1872, p7



Early STO cards
• STO cards had to be same dimensions as 

the PO issue cards (4¾" × 2⅞")

• Could use thicker stock – between 1/120" 
(PO cards) and 1/60" (as telegraph cards)

• Used examples of STO cards uncommon 
before c.1880

Why the limited use?

• PO card sheets likely more convenient if 
high quality card stock not needed

• Even this factor less important after PO 
introduced thicker, better quality “stout” 
cards (1875, in sheets from March 1877)



Rules said nothing but “POST CARD” and an address instruction to be 
printed on front: typeface, formatting, and colour at user’s discretion



Some people just couldn’t help getting creative …

… although sometimes for philatelic reasons 
(this card produced for Stanley Gibbons)



Rules also said “the Royal Arms being omitted” – but that 
didn’t stop the Chiswick Press (of Cook’s Court, Chancery Lane)

Acceptance of these cards for stamping (in error, presumably) 
set a precedent for use of Arms on STO cards

Plain back card as sold by stationers Used card printed on back for 
Pulsometer Engineering Company



Use of Royal Arms

Once precedent was set, 
others then included the 
Royal Arms in much less 
elaborate formats



An unusual alternative to the use of the Royal Arms …

… the Arms of the City of London

City Press founded 1857 by W.H.Collingridge to provide a newspaper for the 
City of London. Card hence likely for their specific use, possibly self printed?



Use of the Royal Arms was not always accepted

Arms removed from centre of 
forme leaving gap between words 

“POST      CARD”

Arms printed but 
then obliterated 

by overprint

[Image courtesy Alan Huggins]



“At the right upper corner of the 
face of the card a space measuring 
1¼ inches from the top edge of the 
card and 1 inch from the side must 
be left for the stamp, and this 
space must be free from print on 
the face and the underside”

No printing to be in the “stamp space” on either side of the card



No printing in “stamp space”, even on reverse of card?

This regulation seems to have frequently been ignored …



Irregular use of printed border by firm of printers and publishers

Clearly meant to mimic the format 
(but not colour!) of official cards 
as closely as possible. Likely these 
cards were printed by the user for 
their specific use? 



Irregular perforated cards for Lord Kinnaird’s Appeal

Perforated left side, 
presumably had tab 
attached originally to 
record the donation

Guilloche loops over 
join often done with 
tabbed receipts

Lord Kinnaird: Scottish banker, 
politician and philanthropist. 
Raised funds for Lock Hospital 
and Asylum – possibly reason 
for preparation of these cards

1880 and 1885 
Receipt Cards



• For paying Dublin rates, 1883

• Size approximately 4⅞" × 3¼" as 
compared to normal 4¾" × 2⅞"

• Individually numbered, appears 
to have had corresponding tab

Oversize Card with Tear-Off Tab for Dublin Collector General

Tab missing, appears torn off 
not rouletted?



Competition from private STO cards

• Initially no charge made for stamping cards

• Stationers able to undercut price of PO cards 
or offer better quality card for higher price

• January 1883: stamping fee of 1s per 1000

• August 1883: stationers forbidden to charge 
more than PO prices for STO cards

• September 1883: PO servants only allowed to 
sell PO cards, not STO cards

• January 1884: fee raised to 1s 6d per 1000 

• January 1884: licensed vendors forbidden to 
purchase stock of cards from private makers

• March 1884: Somerset House finally switch to 
letterpress printing in sheets for STO cardsPlain back card as sold by stationers, used for 

private message 1882



Letterpress STO cards from March 1884

• Firm ruling made that Royal 
Arms could not be included

• Printing formes thus left a gap 
where Arms would have been

• However, Royal Arms allowed 
again from 1 November 1888



Differences introduced to distinguish between PO and STO cards

PO Cards

• Chain on unicorn’s 
collar on coat of arms

• Full stop after “SIDE”

[½d can be Die I, II, III (*)]

STO Cards

• No chain on unicorn’s 
collar on coat of arms

• No full stop after “SIDE”

[½d is Die I only (*)]

(*) see Huggins & Baker, Collect British Postal Stationery



Sheets were printed with guide lines, but cutting could be inaccurate!



1 July 1889: PO price reduced to 6d for 10 (= 7⅕d for 12)
STO stamping fee raised to 2s 6d per 1000

Sellers of STO cards could significantly undercut official prices

1875: PO price for “stout” cards 
8d per dozen (“thin” 7d per dozen)

Lower prices from stationers for intermediate 
quality STO cards per dozen …



Printing paid adverts on the cards lowered prices “below face”

• Various firms tried this in the 
late 1880s, with little success

• Important to source own card 
and use STO to keep costs low!

Anglo-Colonial Letter Co. Ltd. – 3 cards for 1d
Pale pink ink to allow writing on top?

Farthing Letter Co. Ltd. – ¼d per card
Printing in red, also known in blue

• Adverts greatly reduced the 
already small writing space

• Used examples are rarely seen 
so presumably not popular



STO cards pioneered a major commercial development

Postcard Automatic Supply Co. Ltd.

• Coin-operated postcard vending 
machine invented in 1883 by one 
Percival Everitt

• Introduced in London dispensing 
postcards, envelopes, notepaper

• Soon became widespread feature 
at railway stations, post offices

• The first modern coin-operated 
vending machines, principle soon 
extended to many other products

• Again important to source own 
card for STO to keep costs low! 

Small logo of 
company was 

printed top left 
of postcards and 
envelopes sold



Occasional later uses of ½d embossed die in vermilion on cards

• New ½d embossed dies made 
in 1892, mainly for envelopes

• Presumably needed for cards 
already cut into singles

• “Pendant curl” differs from 
earlier 1872 and 1883 dies

Curl open

Curl closed



[Images courtesy Alan Huggins]

Reply cards with 
embossed dies

• Special case usage, 
probably only done 
for this one client

• Presumably had to 
be embossed as 
cards pre-cut, and 
Stamp Office had 
no formes for reply 
cards anyway!



[Images courtesy Alan Huggins]

Overseas rate STO card with standard 1d pink embossed die

• Another special case usage, probably 
also only done for this one client

• Stamp Office had no formes for 
overseas cards either

• Stamped at postcard rate, but not in 
proper format (no heading)

• Card listed by Robson Lowe (1952), 
but sole example is recent rediscovery



Changes following 
PO cards

• PO stout cards issued 
in squarer “court” size 
(4½" × 3½") as from 
21 January 1895

• PO thin cards issued in 
common international 
size (5½" × 3½") from 
1 November 1899

• STO cards could now 
use these sizes as well

• “THE ADDRESS ONLY” line 
removed from formes
1897 as UPU changes 
relaxed the restriction

Top right corner “block of 4” court size cards without “ADDRESS ONLY” line

Card in large format of PO thin cards 
(size is only approximate, as cutting 
accuracy variable with STO cards!)



Green ink used from 1901 to match required UPU postcard colour

This followed the colour change of adhesive stamps in 1900 
and was the final change to Queen Victoria cards

Court size card (inaccurately cut with 
stamp and heading too close to top)

International size card (with early machine cancel 
from London “Boston” No.4 machine)



Any questions?
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